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?The rights of light in the common law is the term applied to acquired 
rights for the access and use of light to and for any dwelling house, 
workshop or other buildings enjoyed therewith for twenty years without 
interruption which becomes absolute and indefeasible unless it was 
renunciated by some consent or agreement expressly made or given for that 
purpose by deed or writing. This is known as an ?Ancient Light? which 
applied to light since time immemorial.
?There seems to be no difference between Rights of Light and Rights to 
Light, but from my understandings, the rights of right are general term of 
the concept of this right, however the rights to light is much more remedies 
orientated notion of this right. Therefore, this article tried to focus much 
more on why in our country there seems to be no existence of Right itself 
rather than the remedies orientated concept of Rights to Light.
?Quite different from England, in our country, developers have ? ?freedom of 
construction ?which of course deriving from property rights of each 
landowner, therefore like as ?domino toppling?, our town especially in green 
areas with good view and bright light from sky would often suddenly 
changed into dark and gloomy residential areas.
?Even at common law, where easements were recognized as in light and air, 
easement rights in a view rejected as a matter of delights and not of necessity, 
however in the United States, view have taken on more significance than 
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once recognized. Famous case of the Chicago Cubs Wrigley Field ballpark, 
the historical value behind the rooftop view created actionable rights to view. 
However, introduction of Rights of Light as well as Rights to Light in our 
country were so poor as caused some confusion or made it difficult to 
understand why these were protected in the common law countries.
?The most important points are interference with an ancient light or an 
easement such as a right of light is regarded as infringements of definable 
property right as well as a tort namely nuisance. Accordingly, unless there is 
something special , the court wil l remain to protect the right from 
interference by an injuction to prohibit or remove the interference. And 
where the court has jurisdiction to grant a damage, it also has statutory 
jurisdiction to award damages in addition to injunction. In our country, if 
light to residential property substantially diminished, there would be no 
formidable case for an injunction. We, therefore should learn from common 
law dual system of remedies of injunction and damages.
??Domino toppling? style of ?mansion?Japanese style apartment buildings or 
condominium?development will not be able to continue because of the 
declining birth rate Therefore we need much more compact style town as 
well as development outweigh the neighbouring interests for creating cities 
which balance the weight of much more communal interest in future.
